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A P P E N D I X  B - 
Graphical Results 
This appendix contains the graphical resul ts  obtained f rom 
the computer, Each graph depicts the positional e r r o r s  resulting f rom 
the inclusion of a given value for  one harmonic coefficient. In Section 
1, the values used a r e  those published by Rapp a s  best  es t imates  for  the 
harmonics.  In Section 2,  the values used a r e  the standard e r r o r s  
associated with each harmonic a s  published by Rapp. This was achieved 
by the u s e  of the F factor a s  described in Section 3.1. It will be 
noticed that a slight variation in this technique is required in the graphs 
f o r  zonal harmonics through C This i s  simply due to the fact  that 
4, 0 
these harmonics we r e  included in the nominal trajectory. 
Section 3 contains some prel iminary resul ts  parameter ized 
with period (semi-major  axis). 
The secular  t rend exhibited by many of the graphs i s  one which 
can be accounted fo r  ( see  Section 2.1). Consequently, the prediction 
e r r o r  in these graphs i s  considered to be given by the amplitude of 
the oscillation about the secular  trend. 
SECTION I 
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FOR HARMONIC VALUES 
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( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  NCRMFIL- CRESS--1RRCK 
I O 1 B1-NGRMRL CRCSS--1-RRCK 
I I I I I 
2CC 4 C C  600 800 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
2G3 433 633 933 1033 
TIME ( M I N U T E S )  
M CMEGR C OMEGR I E R 
0. CICOO i2.11000 0. Q000 G5. CJOOOO .00500000 7 1 35, hCj75 
RUN FCR 519 + 2  1 -.CLi52 
FQCTCR USED I S  1.OCCOCC 
( X 1 IN-TRQCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  NORMRL CBCSS--TRQCK 
I 0 I BI -NCRMRL CRCSS--1-RRCK 
I I I I 1 
20C llOC GOC BOG 1000 
T I M E  (M1NUTE.S) 
X 1 IN-7 5RCK 
( + I PFII N C I  PfiI- NORMHI- CRUSS -1-RECK 
( C> 1 BI -NORP'HL.. CROSS--l FiFICK 
208 1100 GClO 800 i 000 
TIME (MIKUTE5j 
M CMESR C CMEGR I E Fi 
0. COO0 0.0000 0. 0000 G5. CIOQOO . OC500OOQ 7 136.6535 
R L l N F C R S S 9  p 3  1 --.Clil5 
F R C T C R  CSED I S  1 ,CBCCCC 
( X I N - T R R O K  
( + 1 l ' R 1 N C I P R L  NCRMGL CRESS--1-RYCK 
( (T> 1 51-NCRMRL CRCSS--1-'RFICK 
I I I I I 
2GO UOC 630 8CC 1 GCO 
T I M E  (MINUTES1 

CMEGR C OMEGR I E FI 
0. GOO0 0 , 0000 45.  C101100 .005000CO 7 135. hcd5 
r ~ n r r ~  RUN FCR SI9 ,4 1 - d c / u z ~  
FHCTCR CSE3 IS 1.CCCOCC 
( X 1 IN-TRQCK 
( + 1 PR I NCI PRL- NCRP'r?L CSCSS---I F;clCK 
I C> 6J-NCRMGL C?,CSS--15HCK 
I I I 1 I 
2CC l i C C  GC'C 8CC I COO 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMLGH C OMEGH I E Fi 
0, COOc? 0. (!OX? 0. QOOC 5 .  C O ?  C r !  7 13r5.fi03cj 
I I I I I 
200 1100 6OCI 800 1000 
T IME [MINUTES)  
OMEGR C CMEGR I E FI 
0.0000 0.0000 U5.00000 .00500000 7136.6575 
RLfN F C R  S19 9 S  1 --,C2111 
FRCTCR USED IS l U C G C C O C  
( X 1 I N - T R R C K  
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  NCRMGL CRCSS--1-RQCK 
( O 1 B I - N C R M R L  CRCSS--1-RRCK 
TIME ( M I N U T E S )  
M OMLGH O OMEGH I E: H 
0, COC?L7 0 ,  ~~0011 0. 0000 45. Clc7ilCO ,0050000c7 7 135. h i35  
200 400 GO0 800 1080 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
LLJ 
2c 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPRL NCRMQI CRCSS--1'RqCK 
( O 1 BI-NCRMRL CRCSS--TRFICK 
I I I I I 
2C0 1100 GOO 8CC 1 C30 
TIME (MINLTES) 
M OMEGH C OMEGR I F 
c. got?? 
fl 
2. C'i?l!C C, P;COL^ 45.li820i;' . i?C5OOOOt? 7 13,5,r31;75 
200 400 600 800 10i70 
TIME (MINUTESI 
OMEGR C OMEGR I E Fi 
0. i!000 0, 0000 U5.00000 ,00500000 7 136.6535 
RLlN F C R  S(9 p r 7  1 :  -.C343 
FROTCR CSED I S  1 J G C C C C  
( X 1 I N - T R R C K  
( + 1 F R I N C I P R L  NORMRL CRGSS--PRFiCK 
( O 1 B I - N O R M R L  CROSS--1'RRCK 
2GO 400 G0C 80C 1 COO 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
M O M E N  C OMEGH I E- PI 
C.  @OPC 0.  QOCO 0. ?000 Y5. 00L70C . itilL~OOOOC - 1 3 r ~ .  hr)35 
SUh FUR Ct 9 + !3 1 u 2 1 1 3 i ;  
FRCTOR USED IS 1,000000 
I I I I I 
2CC L E C  I;CC 8CC 1 CCC 
TIME (MINUTES)  
RCN FCR S(9 ,8 1 .ZQri5 
F R C T O R  USED IS a,ccccce 
TIME (MINLTES) 
M OMLGH C OMEGH I E F1 
0. dOc3C! i?, d000 0, ?000 Q5.00000 .00500002 7 1 3r;. riL; 35 
FiGh Cis $ 9  1 --~Oit-36 
FROTOR USED 1 S i 000000 
i X 1 I N - P S X K  
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  NORMRL CROSS--TFigCK 
( C) 1 BI-NORMFIL- CRCISS--1 FiFICK 
200 ~ 0 0  600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES)  
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P f i L  NGRMGL CRCSS-TRflCK 
[ O f B I -NORMfiL CRESS--1'RDCK 
200 '400 GOO 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGH C OMEGH I E'. 
0. @00[3 
H 
C. G0L70 0. C1QC2 G5.00000 .GOr-TOOCOO 7 130,  rj5.35 
SUN FOR (1 i 1 C! , 0 J z -.  C!!>F39 
F f l C l G R  USED IS 1.000000 
( X 1 IN-1'5FICK 
( + 1 PFi I NC: I PRL- NORMRL CROSS.--1'!?90K 
I C3 1 51-NCJRMFI!_ CROSS--1'RFICK 
I I I I I I 
200 400 600 800 1 OOC! 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR T E R  
0.01)OO 0.0000 0,0000 U5.00000 .005000CO 7 135. fjcj35 
RUN FOR C I 1 0  , 1  1 -- ,0773 
FRCTOR USED I S  1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  NORI!Ql- CROSS--P!39CK 
I O I BI-NORMRL- CRGSS--I  RFICK 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
RCN VCR S [  1C , 1 ) --,C3;$53 
FHCYCR USED IS 1,CCCOCC 
?K IN-Tg9C:K 
[ + 1 PHINCIPRL NCRMGL- CRESS--TRQCK 
( O I 8 I -NCRIVTFiL- CRCSS -1 RRCK 
TIME IMINCTES) 
RUN FOR C i 1 0  ,2 1 --.a398 
FRCTER USED I S  1,000000 
i X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPRL NORMQI- CROSS--PRRCK 
( O 1 31-NORMRL- CROSS--1'RFlCK 
200 1100 GOO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M CMEGG C CMEGH I E H 
0. ;i~?i?i? k?, GC7UC 0 .. Cli?L?I! l i5. C~OOOO . 0051)1?0i?O 7 135. IIC, 3') 
I 
L I I I 1 
2CC 4CC GGC 8CC 1 CZC 
TIME (MINETESI 
SEPHRHT I ON I ME1-ERS j 
SUl\i FOR S I l C  $ 3  1 --,13117 
FHC ]-OR USE3 I S  1.000000 
( X IN-1'RFICK 
( + PRINC IPFlL- NORMFIL- CROSS---1'FiQCK 
I C? I 31-NORMFIL- CROSS--1-RFICK 
I I I I 1 
200 UOO 600 800 1 00CI 
TIME (MINUTES)  
SUN r i ? R  C t l O  ,li 1 7 --,OY57 
FRCl CR USE3 IS 1 ,  COG000 
( X 1 IN-PRRCK 
( + I FBI NC IPHL- NORMQ!_ CRCSS -1 RFICK 
1 C? 1 31-NORYRL CRCSS -1 RQCK 
RCN FCR S [ 1 0  , L-i I --. C!70C,3 
FRCITR USE3 I S  1,00000C 
( X IN- IRFICK 
I + 1 PR I NC I P R L  NORMRL CSCSS -1 R9CK 
( 0 1 31 -NORMDL CROSS--1 5 9 C K  
TIME (MINUTES)  
( ?K 1 IN-PRRCK 
[ + 1 P R I  NC I PFlt- NORMFIL- C3gSS -I RH[:K 
E 1 E3I -NCIRMFlL CRESS -1-8FIC:K 
I I I I I 
200 1100 GOO 80C 1 C22 
TIME (MINUTES) 
2CC qO0 GOO 1 OCC 
TIME (MINUTES)  
L i J  
C- 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E Fi 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 L45.00000 . 005000CO 7 136. SL, 35 
( X IN-T 'Rf lCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  N C R F R L  Cf lCSS-- l -RQCK 
( 0 1 B I - N O R M R L  CROSS--1RFICK 
2C3 WID 600 
TIME (MINUTES)  
1 cec 
RUN F C R  S ( 10 , 6 1 - .. 0575 
F R C T C R  USE3 IS 1,CCCOCC 
( X 1 I N - l ' R 9 C K  
I + I PRI NCIPRL.. NCRMFIL CROSS -l-:SgCt.( 
( 0 1 51--NORNQL- CFICSS--1'RF;'CK 
I I I I I 
2CZ iiCC 6C'C 820 1 CCC 
TIME (MINUTESI 
L i J  
7 
M CMEGfi C OMEGR I E F i  
G. C300 3 ,  CIOOO 0.0000 47. llOOO0 ,00500000 7 1 3:; 5'j'Ic1 
RClN FCR C ( 1 C  $ 7  1 .C687 
FRCTCR USED I S  1 ,  OCCOCC 
( X 1 IN-T'RFICK 
( + PR I NC I PRL NCRMHL- CBCSS--1 RFIOK 
( O 1 BI-NORMRL CBCSS--TRFII:K 
2CC 1100 GOC 8CO 1 CCC 
TIME (MINUTES) 
RUN FCR S ( 1 G  ,7 1 .E2611 
F R C T C R  USED IS 1 CCCCCZ 
I I I I I 
2CZ t iCC GCO 8CC 1 OCC 
TIME IMINCTESI 
M CMEGR C OMEGfl I E I4 
O.OC00 0.0000 O.Cl000 45.00000 ,00500~00 7 1 3s. 55 75 
RUN FCR C 1  10 $ 8  1 .C2'78 
FROTCR USED I S  1.CCCCCO 
( X I IN-PRRCK 
[ + 1 P R I N C I P R I -  NCRFFIL- C5CSS--1 RFICK 
( 8 1 31 -NORMRL CRCfjS -1-RFICK 
2CO 400 600 80C 1 COG 
T IME (MINUTES)  
M OMEGFI C OMEGH I E 
0. 0. S!C~ 0. QOOC 45.000CO . COSOG000 7 135.5'; 35 
Ft 
RUN FOR S(lO , E l  I -.I1135 
FFIC'TCR USE3 I S  l . C ! C O O O G  
20C liC0 GCC 806 10013 
TIME (MINUTES) 
RUN FcR C I 1 0  1 2 .1182 
FRCTOR USE3 IS 1.OCOCCO 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPHL NORMRL CRCSS--1-RfiCK 
( O 1 31-NCRMRL CRCSS--T'RFICK 
200 '400 GOO 800 1 CCC 
TIME (MINUTES)  
SUN FOR SIlCI ,9 1 --.C!CE;i 
FHC TCR USE3 IS lUt?00t?00 
200 L-ICC GCO 8OC 1000 
TIME (HINUTES) 
RUN FCR CI10  P 1 O  I uC653 
FROTOR USED I S  1.000000 
200 400 GOC 800 1 COG 
TIME (MINUTES1 
M OMESH C OMEGR I E: H 
0. CICCZ c .  OCCG 0. POGO 45. CIGCGO . 0OL30CCOC 7 135.115 35 
x 1 IN - lRRCK 
( + 1 P H I N C I P R L  NCRMRL CRESS--1'RRCK 
( 8 1 81-NCRMRL CRCSS--1 FIFICK 
I 1 I 
202 L.i0O GOO 803 1001 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMESR C OMEGR I E H 
0.0000 0.0i300 0. 0000 G5.00000 ,00500000 7 135. hL>35 
FiC)l\j VCR C ( 1 1  , O  I -.Cl9Ll9 
FROTOR USED I S  i.000U00 
X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + I P R I N C I P R L  NORPRL CROSS-1'RRCK 
( O 1 81-NORMFIL CRGSS--1'RRCK 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
I I I I I 
200 400 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
9UN FOR S( 1 1  , 1 I -.0121 
FRC1-OR USED IS 1,000000 
i ?K 1 I N - T R R C K  
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  NORMHL CROSS--1'Hf iCK 
I O 1 81 -NORMRL CROSS--T'RFICK 
200 '400 GOO 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
M OMEGH C OMEGR I E-. R 
0. 0000 0. 00OO 0. i3000 45.00000 .00500000 7 13G, 6'1 35 
RUN FOR C i 1 1  $ 2  1 . ti585 
FHCPOR USED IS 1.000300 
20C l i C C  GOC 8CC 1 CCO 
T I M E  (MINUTES1 
RUN FOR S( 1 1  " 2  1 -00287 
FHCTOR USED IS 1.000000 
2,O 0 1100 GOO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
TIME lMINUTESj 
Fitij\j FUR S ( 1 1  , 3 1 --.  G223 
FHCPOR USED I S  1.  GCGOGO 
i X I IN-TRECK 
( + 1 PRINCIPHL NORM9L CROSS---I-RQCK 
( 0 B I  -NC)RMF'IL- CROSS--I-BECK 
2GG l i G C  GSC 8CG 1 CGG 
T IME IMINGTES)  
M O M E G H  C OMEGR I E H 
0. 9000 0,0000 0. $000 U5.00000 .00500000 7 136.6535 
i X I IN-TBFICK 
( + I PRINCIPRC.. NORMRI- CROSS--1"RRCK 
( (3 1 BI -NORMRL CROSS-TRRCK 
LiJ 
 
I I I I I 
200 1100 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  (MTNGTES) 
RUN FOR S ( 1 1  , 4 1 1 - .  0574 
FflCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
200 1100 600 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGH C OMESR I E R 
0.0000 0. COO0 0, COO0 U5.00000 , C0500000 7 135.65 35 
RUN FOR C i 1 1  1 1  ,06117 
FHCPOR USED IS 1.000000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E FI 
0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 ~5.00000 .00500000 7 1 35.6535 
RUN FOR S I 1 1  YS 1 1  --.CJ3115 
F R O P O R  USED I S  1 ,000000 
200 lcoo 600 
TIME [MINUTES) 
i X 1 I N - T R R C K  
( + I PRINCIPH!. .  NORMFIL.. CRUSS.-l-RRC:K 
( C> 1 BI-NURFHL.. CRCSS.--1-RRCK 
200 400 GOO 800 1 OCC 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
fv? OMESH C UMEGH I E R 
0,OOi)O 0,0000 0.0000 G5.00000 .00500000 7 1 35,6535 
SUh FCR S ( Z 1  , G  1 ,0262 
FGCPOR USED IS 1.00G00C 
M OMEGH C OMESH I E fi 
0. CC?Ci; 2. cu!iJ (2 ,  ?c lO i l  q5. (Joo8Cl , C,!Cr<OC~(I:! 135.65 35 
SUbi FOR Ct11 + 7  1 ,0218 
FfiOTUR USED I S  1,000000 
0 I I J 
200 1100 600 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C OMEGH I E Fi 
0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 115. ClOOOO ,00500000 7 1 35r 6535 
RUN FOR S ( 1 1  ? 7  : -*I165 
FROTOR USED I S  1,000000 
( X 1 IN-TRROK 
( + 1 PRINCIPHL NORRRL CROSS--IARGCK 
( O 1 B1-NORMRL- CROSS--1.RRCK 
200 Y O 0  GOO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES)  
M OMEGH C OMEGR I E R 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 U5.00000 .00500000 713G.6535 
SUN FOR Uill * 8  1 .OLN2 
FROPOR USED I S  1.000000 
200 Y 00 G 0.0 000 1000 
TIME (MINUTES1 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E H 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ti5.00000 ,00500000 71 35.6535 
RUN F'OR S ( 1 1  8 1 .03118 
FFIC'1-OR USED IS' 1.000000 
( X 1 I N-1-RRCK 
( + 1 P H I N C I P R L  NC)RMFiL- CROSS-I'RHCK 
( O I 81 -NURMRL CROSS--TRFICK 
200 '400 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E H 
0. QOOO 0.0000 0.0000 U5.00000 .00500000 7135.6535 
RUN FOR C I 1 1  * 9  I ,0257 
FHOTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRflCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPHL NORMRL CROSS--PRRCK 
1 0 1 BI-NORMHL CROSS--1-RflCK 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E Fi 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ~5,0000U ,00500000 7 135.6'>35 
r3Uh FOR S(fl * 9  1 .0139 
FROTOR USED I S  1.000000 
200 1100 600 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
M OMEGfl C OMEGR I E ' fl 
0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 U5.00000 .00~00000 7 1 35.6575 
RUN FOR C(11 10 1 z -.0170 
FRCTOR USED IS 1.000000 
( X I IN -TRRCK 
( + I PRINCIPRL NQRMRL CROSS--TRRCK 
( O I BI-NQRMHL CROSS-TRflOK 
TIME (MINUTES) 
SUN FOR S(11 1 -.0039 
FflCl-OR USED I S  1,000000 
200 400 G ClO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C BMEGR I E 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 '-45.00000 ,00500000 7136.6535 
R 
RUN FOR C I 1 1  , 1 1  1 = .061.12 
FRCPOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN -TRRCK 
( + 1 F R I N C I P R L  NBRMRL CROSS--TRQCK 
I O 1 81 -NORMRL CROSS-1-RRCK 
I I I I 1 
200 400 600 800 1000 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
SUN FOR S ( 11  1 1  1 : .0050 
FROTOR USED 1 S 1.000000 
I I I I I 
200 '-400 GOO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
SUti FOR C i  12 90 1 1 -,(I506 
FFICTOR USED IS 1.000000 




M UMEGH C OMEGW I E' Ci 
0. QOOO O. COO0 0. COO0 G5. ClOOOC . 0QSC~0000 7 135. 5r2?5 
SUN FOR C112 $ 1 .  1 E .0021 
Ff lCTOR USED IS 6,000000 
( X 1 IN-1 R9CK 
( + 1 FR INCS POL NORMFIL- CROSS -1 R q C K  
I CT! 1 B I -NORM91 CROSS - I  ?qCK 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E R 
0.0000 0. COO0 0.0000 U5.00000 .00500000 7 136.6535 
SUN FOR S ( 1 2  $ 1  1 -.0673 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
I + 1 P R l N C I P H L  NORMHL CROSS--PRQCK 
( 0 1 61-NORMFll- CROSS-T'RRCK 
I 1 I I I 
200 400 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
UME!%l O OMEGR T E Fi 
C .  0000 0. COO0 Li5.00000 ,00500000 7 135, rjL>35 
nut$ FOR C i 1 2  + 2  1 -.0368 
FHCPUR USEO I S  i.000000 
( Y6 IN-TRRCK 
( + F'HINCIPHl.. NORPFil- CRflSS--PR4CK 
I O 1 BI-NORKRL- CROSS.--1-RRCK 
2 0 0  '-400 5 0 0  
TIME IMINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E-. R 
0. 0000 0.0000 0. It000 45.00000 .00500000 7135.6535 
RUbi FOR S ( 1 2  * 2  1 .0903 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.0000UO 
( X 1 IN-TRUCK 
( + PHINCIPRL- NORMRL CROSS-TRflCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMHL- CROSS--1-WROK 
200 LC00 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
SUbi FUR C(12 $ 3  1 - ,1361 
FRCPOR U5E:O IS 1,000000 
200 400 600 830 i 03C: 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E H 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 U5.00000 .00500000 7 135. hcj35 
RUN FOR S( 12 * 3  1 1 -.02G3 
FHCPOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRHCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPflL NORMRL CROSS--PRFICK 
( O 1 51-NORMHL CROSS-TRRCK 
200 '400 GOO 800 1 GOO 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
2 0 Q '400 5111? 800 i OOC! 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR T E fl 
0.0000 0. 0006 0.000iI G5.00000 ,00500000 71 35.6535 
RUN FOR S(l2 p 1 1  1 1 -.0190 
FRCPOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X I IN-PRRCK 
( + I PRlNCIPFiL NORMRL CROSS-TRRCK 
( 0 1 81 -NORMflL CROSS--1-RHCK 
I I I I 1 
200 400 GOO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGH C OMEGR I F fi 
0 .  0000 0.0000 0.0000 b5.00000 . C0500000 7 130. hi> 35 
SUN FOR C( 12 1 1 .001ir7 
FRCPOR USED IS l.OQ0000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M UMEGH C OMEGfl I E fl 
0. i!OilO 0.0000 0.0000 U5.00000 .OC500000 7135.6535 
SUN FOR S ( 1 2  ,5 --.11OS 
FHCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRHCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPHI -  NORMHL CRUSS--TRqCK 
( O 1 61-NORMH!- CROSS--1-RFICK 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C OMEGfl I E F1 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Y 5.00000 .00500000 '7 136,6i35 
SUN FOR Ci12 1 ..0354 
FROPOR USED IS 1.000000 
I I I I I 
200 1100 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGfl C OMEGR I E .  R 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 U5.00000 ,00500000 7 135.6535 
RUN FOR 312 ,6 1 r -02511 
FRCPOR USED I S  1.000000 
200 1100 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMESR C OMEGR 1 E fi 
0.0000 0. COO0 0,0000 U5.00000 . 00500000 7 135. f jCj75 
SUIi FOR C I 1 2  9 7  I -.0liYi 
FflCPOR USED I S  i .000000 
1 I I I I - J 
200 UOCl 600 830 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES] 
M OMEGH C OMEGR I E'. H 
0.0000 3.0000 0.0000 U5.00000 ,00500000 7 135.65 35 
SUN FOR S ( 1 2  , 7  1 z ,0508 
FHCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
TIME [MINUTES) 
SUN FOR C i 1 2  ,8 I .0390 
FRCT'OR USED I S  1.000002 
i X I IN-TRROK 
( + 1 BRINCIPUL NORFHL CRCJSS-1'RRCK 
( O I B I  -I\1ORMGL- CROSS--1'RFlCK 
200 400 630 800 ! 000 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E FI 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 LL5,OOOOO .00500000 7 1 35.6535 
FICJl\i FOR S ( 1 2  , 0  1 z .05Q3 
FRCTOR USED I S  i.OOOOOO 
( X 1 IN-7-RFICK 
I + I PRINCIPRL NORM9L CROSS--1-RQCK 
I 0 I BI-NORMFIL CROSS---PRFICK 
I I I I 1 
200 '400 606 800 1 00C 
TIME (MINUTES1 
RUN FOR C(l2 ,9 1 --.0Zr75 
FHCTCJR USEO I S  l.OC0099 
200 li30 GGO 830 ! GCO 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I F fl 
0.0000 0.0000 0. CIOOO 45.00000 .00500000 7 136.65 35 
SUN FOR S ( 1 2  $9 1 .01-i09 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
1 I I I I 
200 1100 600 800 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGH C OMEGH I E fi 
0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 U5.00000 . QOS00000 7 135.6'~35 
RUN FOR C( 12 10 1 -.0025 
FflOl-OR USED I S  1.00000C 
( X 1 IN-TRROK 
( + 1 PHINCIP f i L  NORMFIL CgOSS--TRRCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMfiL- CROSS--1-RRCK 
200 Li.00 600 8@0 i 000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
RUN FOR 51 12 , 10 1 1 -.0129 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
I + 1 PRINCIPRL NORMRL CROSS--PRRCK 
( O BI-NORMfll- CROSS--PRFlCK 
TIME (MINUTES1 
M OMESfl C OMEGR I E H 
0. 000G 0.0000 0.0000 q5. 00000 .00500000 7 1 35.6'; 35 
SUN FUR C I 1 2  1 1  1 -.0030 
FROTOR USED I S  1.000000 
200 '400 GOO 800 1000 
TIME [MINUTES) 
M OMESR C OMEGR I E R 
0.0000 0. $000 0.0000 q5.00000 ,00500000 7135.6535 
SUN FOR S(12 , I 1  1 r ,0153 
FRCTOR USED IS 1.000000 
200 400 600 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR T E Fl 
0. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 ~5.00000 ,00500000 7 135, hL;35 
SUN FOR C i  12 12 1 "0303 
FRCPOR USED IS 1 .000000 
T IME (MINUTES)  
M OMEGH C UMEGR I E 13 
0.0000 0. 0000 0.0000 US. 00000 .00500000 7 1 36.6535 
RUN FOR S( 12 , 12 1 z -.0332 
FRCTOR USEO I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P A L  NORMflL CROSS-TRRCK 
( O I BI-NORMFII- CROSS--1-RflCK 
I I 1 I I I 
200 400 600 800 1000 




RUN FUR C i  13 1 .DL425 
FGCTOR USED IS 1.000000 
203 4 0 !;;I 6iJo 830 1 C X  
T'IME (MINUTESJ 
M OMEGR C OMEGG I E R 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 US. 00000 .00500000 7 135.6535 
SUN FOR C113 , i  1 z --.0339 
FRCTCR CSED I S  1.000000 
I I I I I 
200 '-400 600 800 1 (200 
TIME (MINUTES) 
OMEGR C ClMEGR I E FI 
2.0030 2. ~ g a ~  45. G3320 . C0500030 7 135. G5 35 
SEN FOR S(13 1 -.C!3115 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.P 1 1-ls-l L/C, n LI$7 LL LI 17 
TIME (MII'JUTES) 
OMEGR C OMEGR I E. R 
0,9003 3.0000 G5.00000 ,00500000 7135,6535 
RLIR FOR C(13 ,2 I z .OL?56 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
[ 3K I IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 P W I N C I P G L  NORMQL CRBSS--TRRCK 
( 6 I €31-NBRMRL CROSS--TRFiCK 
200 1600 GOO 800 1000 














SErFi!7FiT J Of\; r ME1 ERS J 
RUN FOR C(13 , 3  1 -.O023 
FFiCTOR USED IS 1.000000 
( X 1 IN -TRACK 
( + P R I N C I P A L  NORMfiL CROSS--PRQCK 
I D 1 BI-NORMFIL CROSS-TRFiCK 
I I I I J 
200 400 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
SUN FUR S I  13 + 3  I = -0770 
FGCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
200 400 500 800 1 090 
TIME (MINUTES1 
OMEGR C OMEGR I E f=i 
C. OGOC C. 33S3 45,06030 ,03500333 7136.6535 
SUN FOR C ( 1 3  ,4: 1 z ,2073 
FQCTOR USED I S  1.000090 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPFIL- NORMRL C5OSS--TRQCK 
( CS 1 BI-NORMGL CRESS--PRRCK 
I I I I I 
200 llQ0 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
;t$()'S& 3CSSgSCi: ' QC!-JG[) 'Sfi cicjcju nnnn .r\ U'~CSC "2 uuu T\~CC 
H 3 I YS3WD 3 YSIWO W 
M OMEGR C CMEGR I F_ R 
0.003C C. CIOCU  ^ 3.0300 Li5.0330C .50500000 7136.6535 
RUN FCR C ( 1 3  15  1 = ,0778 
FRCTCR GSED I S  1 .COCC00  
( X 1 IN -TR f iCK  
I + P R I N C I P R I  NCRMRL CROSS--TRRCK 
( O 1 BI -NORMRL CROSS--TRfiCK 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
M CMEGR C OMEGR I E 
.s, 3233 n n on b 5 ,  (jnnn 
R 
G ,  OZZZ ". UOU" LUUO . C050CCCS 7 135.55 35 
SL!N FCR S ( l 3  $ 5  1 --.Cli57 
FRCTCR USED IS i.008022 
TIME (MINUTES) 
RUN FCR C ( 1 3  ,6 1 1 -.C559 
Ff iCTCR USED I S  1.CCOOOC 
( X 1 IN-T'Rf iCK 
( + P R I N C I P R L  NCRMQL CROSS--TRf iCK 
( C> 1 B I -NCRMRL CROSS -TRf iCK 
200 l lCO 600 800 1 CCC! 
TIME (MINUTES) 
GMEGG C CMEGR I E 
n nnnn 
R 
I). C~UUU Z. sZilu^ 45. (jC23(; .CI05Ciii"33: ? 1 35. (j '~35 
FiCN FOR S (  23 , G I -- .Cli19 
FRCTOR USE9 I S  i , C  I L ~ L ~ L ~ L ~ ~  0 ;7 13 r717 
2CC 402 602 
TIME (MINUTES1 
RUN FOR C I 1 3  p 7  1 1 -.CC14 
FRCTOR CSED I S  1.000CCO 
( ?K 1 IN -TRACK 
I + 1 P R I N C I P f i l -  NORMfil- CROSS--1-RRCK 
( C) 1 B I -NCRMRL CRCSS--TRf iCK 
I I I I J 
200 400 600 800 1 000 
TIME (M1NUTE.S) 
~1-13r SUN FCR S ( 13 7 1 I . I L I L I ~  
FGCTgR USED IS  i,Q002C3 
200 4C)O 689 
TIME [MINUTES) 
CMEGR C CMEGR I E R 
0, OOCC 0. OOOC! U5.00030 .00500000 7 136.6535 
SUN FOR C ( 1 3  ,8 1 z -.0717 
FRCTCR USED I S  1.CCCOCO 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPAL NORMRL CROSS--PRfiCK 
( CS B I  -NCRMAL CROSS--TRF;CK 
TIME (MINUTES1 
CMEGfl C CMEGR I 
n nnn A nr, r, 
E fi 
u. uuu3  u .  vu3u q5.02223 ,33503222 ?136,6535 
SUPi .jFC?R S I  13 ,8 1 - .00C71 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.022E20 
200 liO0 GOO 
TIME [MINUTES) 
RUN FUR c i 1 3  ,9 1 z -,a093 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
I X 1 IN -TR f lCK  
( + 1 P R I N C I P f l L  NORMAL CROSS-TRflCK 
( 1 B I -NORMf lL  CROSS--TRflCK 
I I I I I 
200 '400 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
RUN FOR S(13 ,9 1 z .C1653 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
200 1100 600 8017 l@@O 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
M OMEGH C OMEGA I E fl 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 $5.00000 .00500000 7136.6535 
RUN FOR C i l 3  , 10 I = ,0052 
FACTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-7-RflCK 
( + 1 PHINCIP f l L  NORMRL CROSS--YRflCK 
( (3 1 €31-NORMRL CROSS-TRACK 
200 1100 GOO 800 1000 
TIME [MINUTES) 
RUN F O R  S (  13 i O  I 1. -.066?3 
FQCT'OR USED I13 1.0000017 
TIME (MINUTES1 
RUN FOR Ci13 , 11 1 z -.OY08 
FflCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( ?K 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 PMINCIPHL NORMflL- CROSS-TRHCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMHI- CROSS-TRflCK 
200 '-400 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMESH C OMEGH I E F1 
O.@OOO 0,00L70 0.0000 US. 00000 .00500000 7 135.6535 
RUN FUR ( 13 i 1 1 = .Oil20 
FHCTOR USED I S  1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
X 1 IN-1'RHCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPH!- NORMHI- CROSS-TRHCK 
( 0 1 BI -NORMHI- CROSS-T'RRCK 
I I I I I 
200 '400 6 0 0  800 1 Oil0 
T I M E  I M I N U T E ~ J  
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E R 
0.0000 0. 9000 0.0000 U5.00000 .00500000 7136.6535 
RUN FUR C i  13 , 12 1 z .OOGO 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 TN-1-RRCK 
( 4- 1 PHINCIPHL NORMRL CROSS-TRflCK 
I 0 1 BI-NORMRL CROSS-TRRCK 
200 1100 600 800 1000 
T IME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGH C OMEGR I E H 
0.0000 0 , 0000 0.0000 U5.00000 ,00500000 7 135. hL>35 
RUN FUR S ( 1 3  ,i2 I .0(-_i50 
FHCTOR USED I S  i.OOOOOO 
i X 1 IN-TRf lCK 
( + I P H I N C I P H L  NORMHL CROSS--TRRCK 
( ?3 1 B I  -NORMHL- CRO5S--l..RHCK 
M BMEGH C OMEGG I E. fl 
0.0000 0. 0000 0,0000 ~5 .00000  .00500000 7 136.6535 
RUN FOR C1 13 13 z -.0203 
FRCTOR USED I S  i.OOOOOO 
TIME (MINUTES) 
RUN F-OR SC13 , 13 1 .C125O 
FRCT'OR USED I S  i.OOOOOO 
1 I I I 
200 400 600 800 1 000 
T I M E  [MINUTES1 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E R 
0. OGi3C 0.0000 0. (3000 US. 00000 . 00500000 7 136.6535 
RUN FOR C ( 1 1 1  v0 1 -.0025 
FQCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRFICK 
( + 1 PRIttCIPRL NORMRL CROSS-PRRCK 
I O 1 81-NORMQL CROSS-PRRCK 
T IME  (MINUTES) 
M OMEGH C OMEGH I E Fi 
0 , C~000 0. 0000 0.0000 U5,0000O .00500000 7 1 76.6575 
RUN FUR C'(111 F 1  1 -.0019 
FFICTOR USED I S  i .000000 
TIME (MINUTES)  
OMEGR C OMEGfl I E fi 
0.0000 0.0000 45.00000 .00500000 7136.6535 
RUN FOR S(111  , 1  1 1  -.0099 
FRCPOR USED I S  1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
( 3K 1 IN-TRACK 
( + 1 PRINCIPFIL  NORMFIL CROSS-TRFICK 
( 0 I BI -NORMFIL CROSS--TRFICK 
TIME (MINUTES1 
M CMEGH C OMEGH I E H 
0, C1OOO 0 .  ClOOO 0. C~OOO Li5. CIOOOCJ .00'5O0000 7 135. 6'~75 
RLh FOR C i l q  p 2  I -.C1651 
FRCT'OR USED 1 S 1. C100000 
200 1100 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINCTESS 
M OMEGfl C OMEGR I E A 
0. OOOCI 0. COO0 0.0000 G5,OOOOO .00500000 7 136.6575 
RUN FOR S( 14: * 2  1 1 -.0027 
FflCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRflCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPflL NORMflL CROSS--TRRCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMRL CROSS-TRflCK 
200 '-400 600 800 1000 
T I M E  [MINUTES) 
M CMEGR C CIMEGR I €. R 
0. GGGG 0. 000C 0.0000 65.0GGGO ,00500000 7135.6535 
RL'N FCR C 1  14 $ 3  I = .CL.157 
FRCTCR GSED I S  1 . 0 0 G 0 0 0  
i X 1 IN-TRROK 
( + 1 F R I N C I P R L  NORMFlL CROSS-PBQCK 
I O 1 BI -NORMRL CROSS-TRQCK 
200 400 600 
T I M E  (NINUTESI 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E R 
0.0000 0. c7000 0.0000 f45.00000 .00500000 7136.6535 
RUN FOR S ( 1 q  , 3  1 , 0 0 1 2  
FRCPOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPQL NORMRL CROSS-TRRCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMRL CROSS-TRRCK 
1 I I I 1 
200 Y 00 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E Fl 
0 .  C!032 0.17339 0,0300 G5.03000 ,00500000 7 136.fi575 
RUN FOR Ci111 $11 1 7 -0233 
FACTOR USE3 IS 1,000000 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 P R I  N C I  PAL NORMFIL- CROSS--1 !3HCK. 
( C? 1 31-NORMAL CROSS--T'RFIOK 
T I M E  (M INUTES1  
M CMEGH C OMEGR 1 T E- F) 
0. G00d 0, COOG 0, GOOG 115. liOOOO ,00500000 7 13b. 5'>15 
( X 1 IN-1-RFICK 
( + 1 P R I  NCI  PHL NCRMRL- C8CSS---l RROK 
( O 1 B I  -ICCRMFIL CROSS--1 FIFICK 
I I I I I 
2CC l i C C  60C 8CO 1 GO3 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGH C OMESH I E R 
0.0000 0. C'000 0. DOC0 q5.00000 ,00500000 7 135. ELi35 
RUN FOR C ( 1 t l  + !5  1 - .i033 
FRCTOH USED I S  i.000000 
T I M E  [MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E- R 
C. L?020 0 . ~ 0 0 0  0. i ~ o ~ ~  q5. CJoooo . ~ ~ L ~ ~ T ~ o o o  7 1 35,55?5
RUN FOR SIlL-1. " 5  1 -.081i9 
FHCTOR USED IS lGOOOOOO 
- -- 
200 1100 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
RUN FOR Cilu 9 6  I .0353 
FHCT'OR USED I S  1.000000 
I I ---A _ __ i 
200 '-400 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGH C OMEGR I E fl 
0. 0000 0. @COO 0. COG0 45.00003 .00.500000 7 1 35. f,5 35 
SUh FOR S ( 1 U  95 1 .-.Cj500 
F'HCT-OR USE0 I S  I. 000000 
i X 1 IN-1-R'iCK 
( + I PFII NC I PRI-  NORMQI- CROSS--1 RRCK 
I 0 1 BI-I'\IC?RMFIL_ CROSS-PRFICK 
200 400 GO0 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES)  
RUIL' FOR c i  14 ,7 .0759 
FRCT'OR USED I S  1.000000 
X 1 IN-1'RRCK 
( + I PRI NCI PHI.- NORMRL-. CROSS--1'RRCK 
( BI -NC?RMfll- CROSS.--1'RRCK 
TIME (MINUTES) 
RUN FOR S ( 1 4  ,7 .031-;6 
FFlOf'UR USED IS 1.000000 
200 '400 GOO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
9UN FOR C L 1 4  , 8  1 : -.00711 
FHCP'OR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 114-T'RflCK 
( + 1 P R I  N C I P f l I -  NORMHL- CROSS--1'RQCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMfl I -  CROSS--f'RHCK 
I I I I I 
200 1100 600 800 1000 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
RUN Frm S(N I Z -u015s 
U K X l R  USED IS 1.000000 
( X 1 IN-IFIHCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPHL NORMRL- CROSS--1.RFICK 
( 0 1 61-NORMflL- CROSS--PRYCK. 
200 1100 GOO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES)  
M OMEGH C O M E N  I E fl 
0.0000 0. GOO0 0.0000 45.00000 .00500000 7 135.hC>35 
8Uh FOR Cilll 23 = -0351 
FHCT'DR USED I S  1.000000 
1 I I I J 
200 400 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMESH C OMEGH I E H 
0. C!iJ00 0. $000 C. COO0 ~45.00000 .OC500000 7 13rj, f icj75 
REP4 FUR 51111 9 9  1 = .08119 
FRCTGR USED IS 1,000000 
I I I I I I 
200 400 lsoo noo loo0 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
FiUN FOR C I 1 4  , 1 0  1 z .071a8 
FHC1-OR USED I S  1.000000 
TIME (MINUTES1 
M OMEGH O OMEGH I E- H 
0. COO0 C. PO00 0. UO00 45,00000 . C~0500000 7 135. '1') 35 
SUk FUR S (  111 10 1 -.cJ545 










200 UOO 600 800 1000 
T I M E  [MINUTES) 
200 400 600 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES) 
RUN FOR S ( 1 1 1  1 1  I I -.0058 
FRCTOR USED IS 1.000000 
T I M E  lMINUTE.S l  
RUN FOR Ci 14 , 12 1 1 -00195 
VICTOR USED IS ldOOOOOO 
200 '400 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGH I E. H 
0. GO00 0. GO00 0,0000 !-i5.00000 .00500000 7 135.5535 
RUN FOR 51111 12 I 1 -.0005 
FRCTOR USED IS 1.000000 
( X IN-19FICK 
1 + J P H I  NCIPRL- NORMRL CROSS--1'BHCK 
1 O 1 BI-f\lORf\?FIl.- CRCISS-T'RFICK 
TIME [MINUTES) 
M OMEGH C OMEGH I E H 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 C5.00000 .00500000 ? 1 35. $535 
RUN FOR C i  1'4 13 I -- .0105 
FHO1-OR USED 15. 1.000000 
( X I IN-TRHCK 
I + I PRI N C I P H L  NORMHI.- CROSS--1'RFIC'K 
( 0 1 BI-r\IORMRL CROSS-1 RHCK 
I I I I I J 
200 '400 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES1 
M OMEGH O OMEGR I E R 
0. 0000 0.0000 0.0000 45. OOOOC .00500000 7 1 35.6535 
RUk' FOR S I  111 13 1 z .0%7Y 
FRCPOR USED I S  1,000000 
( ?K 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + P R I I d C I P R l -  NCIRMRL- CROSS-1.RRCK 
I O 1 BI-FdORMHL- CROSS-TRRCK 
200 1100 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S )  
RUN FOR CI111  , 111 1 -.0511 
FHCTOR USED I S  1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
( X 1 IN-PRHCK 
( + I FRINCIPFIL- NORMHI- CROSS--1'!?F1CK 
( O 1 81-I'\lORMFIl.- CROSS--TRFiCK 
I I I I I I 
200 1100 600 8 0 0  1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGH C OMEGFl I ET Fi 
0. i'C700 0. do00 0.0000 U5.00000 ,00500000 7 136.h535 
!3UN FOR S( 14 1I1 1 --.OOLlG 
FHOf'OR USED IS; 1.C100000 
200 1100 600 800 1000 
TIME [M INUTES)  
SECTION I1 
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FOR HARMONIC VALUFS 
FQUAL TO PUBLISHFD VALUFS FOR 
STANDARD FRROR O F  HARMONICS 
M OMEGH C OMEGH I E H 
0.0000 C,0000 0.0000 GS.  00003 . OCS00000 7 1 31:; f i f  35 
TIME (MINUTESS 
M OMEGH C OMEGH I E H 
C. c?OO(! 0.0000 0.0000 G5.00002 .0OL~0OO00 7 135 5435 
RUN FOR C i 2  ,2 -- 2.32'41 
FHOTOR USED I S  .023235 
( X 1 IN-1-RHCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPHL NORMHL CROSS-PRHCK 
[ O I E3I-NCIRMRL- CROSS--1-BRCK 
I 1 
200 '400 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E Fl 
0 . c:~dJ i7r)q C. C000 0.0000 G5. (!0000 ,00500000 71 35.6135 
SUl\i FCR S(2 $ 2  1 -1.3106 
FROTOR USE3 I S  .041203 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + P H I  N C I  PR!- NORMFIL- CRCSS--1 RRCK 
( C? 1 31-NORMFIL- CROSS--1'RHCK 
2c0 '400 GOO 
TIME ( M I N U T E S )  
M OMEGH C OMEGR I € H 
0.0000 0. 0000 0.0000 Y 5.00000 .00500000 7 135. G r > 3 5  
RUfi FOR Ci 3 , O I I .9025 
F R C T O R  USED IS 1.03q238 
I I I I 
200 '400 500 800 
T I M E  (MINUTES1 
M CMEGR C CMEGR I E R 
0, $990 0. PO0Cr 0.0000 45.00000 ,005000CCj 7 135.hL,35 
SGN F C R  C i 3  , I  1 1.7842 
FRCPCR USED IS  -027295 
[ 3K 1 I R - T R H C K  
I + 1 P R I N C I P R L  NCRMQL- CRCSS--1 RQCK 
( O 1 B I -ICCRMFIL CRUSS--1 RRCK 
I I I I I 1 
2CO GOO 600 8GC 1 CCC 









M OMEGR C OMEGR I E' Fi 
0. QCU2 0, ClOOC! 0,0000 U5. CJOOOCJ . 00500000 7 135.6535 
3r f - 1 1  !3Lll\i FOR S i 3 i 1 . LI-ILI 
FRCPOR GSED I S  "199923 
I X 1 IN-PRRCK 
( + 1 PRINCIPRL- NCRMHL- CROSS--1-RRCK 
I O 1 BI-NCilRMRL- C8CSS--1'FiRCK 
20C Li0C 600 800 1 COO 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E. Ff 
0.0000 0.c~000 0.0000 ~5.00000 .0@500000 7 1 35.5';35 
SIJh FCR C13 $ 2  1 - "7224 
I ~ ~ I ' T  F'RCT'OR USED I S  .056+i.1 
2CC Licc GCC 8SC 1 CCC 
TIME (MINGTESI 
R U N  FCR S 13 $ 2  1 -.  5?755 
FFICT'CR USED I S  .078193 
( X IN-1-RRCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P f i L  NORPIFIL CRCSS--T'RQCK 
( 0 1 81-NORMRL- CBCSS-T'RfiCK 
2CO 400 GOO 8CC 1 CCC 
TIME (MINUTES) 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I F Fi 
0.000Q 0.0000 0. 001'10 45.00000 .00500000 7135.6535 
RGN FGR c i 3  , 3  -7240 
FQCT'CR USED I S  .088122 
( X 1 IN-1'RRCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P H L  NORMQL CRCSS--1'RQCK 
I O 1 BI-NCRMFIL- CROSS--1'RFICK 
200 400 6CO 800 1 COC 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C CMEGH I E R 
0. i@OO 0,0000 0.0000 45.00000 . 0OL~000OO 7 1 30.5535 
RCN FGR S(3 3 1 r 1.381i'J 
FRCT'CR USED I S  .Cl?j83q1 
( X 1 I N - 1  RRCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L -  NORMRL- CRCSS--1RRCK 
I O 1 81-NCRMRL CROSS--1.RQCK 
200 li0C GGC 800 1 COO 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S 1  
M OMEGH C OMEGH I E-- Fi 
0.0000 0. 0000 0,0000 ~5.00000 ,00500000 135. (3535 
FUN FOF3 C i  Y 0 1 .5608 
FHCTOR USED I S  1,034Ll15 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E fi 
0.0000 0. COO0 0.0000 G5.00000 .00500000 7 135,5535 
RUN FOR C i 4  F 1  1 1 -.5289 
Ff lCTOR USED I S  .0Sr7289 
( X 1 IN-T'FiQCK 
( + 1 P H I N C I P R L  NORMRL CROSS--PRQCK 
( O BI -NORMf iL  CROSS-1'RQCK 
I I I I I 
200 400 600 800 1000 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M CMEGH C OMEGR I E R 
0.170132 0. COO0 0. 3C)OO U5.00000 .00500000 7 135,6535 
SLN FOR 514 , 1  1 :  - .4290 
FQCTOR CSED IS .062238 
TIME IMINCTES)  
M OMEGH O OMEGR I E R 
0. L7001) 0.0000 0.0000 45.00000 .00500000 7135.6575 
RUN FOR C i 4  ,2 1 = "1966 
FRCT-OR USED I S .2 17701 
( X I IN-TRRCK 
( + I P R I  NC I PRL- IU'ORMRL- CROSS-1 RRCK 
( a I BI-NORMRL- CROSS-T5FlCK 
I 1 I I I 1 
200 400 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  [ M I N U T E S )  
M UMEGH O OMEGR I E Fi 
0 .  (2000 0.0000 0.0000 Y 5.00000 .00500000 7 1 35,5535 
RUN FUR S ( 4  $ 2  1 3120 
FRCTOR USED IS ,084180 
( X 1 IN-1RRCK 
( + I FRI N C I  PQL- NORMHL- CROSS-1 8ROK 
( O I BI-NORMRL CROSS-1'RQOK 
200 400 GOO 800 1000 
T IME (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C OMEGO I E f l  
0. 0C00 0. C!000 0.0000 q5.00000 ,00500000 713G.5535 
RUN FOR C ( ' 4  $ 3  1 = .8801i 
FRCTOR USED I S  ,033962 
I I I I 1 





L i J  
M OMEGG C OMEGFI I E H 
0. 0200 0.30ilO 0.0000 q5.00000 .00500000 7 135. hrj35 
SLlN FOR S I q  , 3  I --.2317 
F9OTOR USED I S  "1111372 
X I IN-TRQOK 
( + 1 PRIfV'CIPflL.. NORMFIL CROSS--TRROK 
( 0 1 BI-NORMflL-. CROSS-TRFICK 
I I I I I 
200 1100 600 800 1000 
T I M E  [MINUTES)  
M OMEGH C OMEGR I t- 
o. 0000 
fl 
0.0000 0.0000 q5.00000 .00500000 71 36. f1~135 
SUN FOR C t Y  I = .1861 
FROTOR USED I S  .395Y86 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
M OMEGR C OMEGR I F H 
0. @COO 0. CQ00 0.0000 U~.CJO(~OO .00500000 7 136.6535 
Rut$ FOR S (  11 11 1 "3065 
FHCPOR USED IS "253181 
200 l i00 600 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES) 
SECTION I11 
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FOR SATELLITES 
O F  VARIOUS HEIGHTS 
100 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMESfi C UMEGR I E' F1 
0,8002 2. COO0 0.0000 45.00000 . 00500000 7 1 35. f3r>35 
RUN FOR C(E; J-4 1 -1371 
FQCTUR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 FRI NCI PHL PiORMFIL CROSS -TRRCK 
I O 1 61 -NURMHL CRCgSS -1-RFICK 
T I M E  (MINUTESI 
120 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E'. H 
0, C0OiI 0.0000 0.0000 US, CJOOOU .00500000 3059.01 77 
RUN FOR C i s  4 I = ,1371 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X I IN -TRRCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  NORMRL CROSS-TRRCK 
( 0 1 B I -NORMRL CROSS-TRRCK 
I I I I 1 
200 '400 GOO 800 1000 
T I M E  [ M I N U T E S )  
140 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E? R 
0. OCOO 0. ~ ~ C C I ]  0. COO11 U5.00OCO .C050C000 SY3i.2718 
F I U ~  FUR cis +I-I I .- ,1371 
FQOTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-PBRCK 
I + 1 PRINCIPRL- NORMFIL CROSS,-1-RFIOK 
( O I E3I -NORMfil- CROSS -1-RROK 
208 l i00 6 ClO 800 i 090 
T I M E  [MINUTES1 
160 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGQ C OMEGQ I E F1 
0. OOOCI C!. @COO 0,0000 G5.00000 .00500000 9762.80G6 
RUN FOR 0.5 , c l  1 . I371  
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X I IN-PRQCK 
( + I PRINCIPFIL NORMRL- CROSS.-TRRCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMFIL CROSS-1'RRCK 
200 1100 GOO 800 1000 
TIME (MINUTES1 
180 MINUTE P E R I O D  
M OMEGFi C OMEGR I E R 
0. cJ00i3 0 ,. [!@00 G.cml0 q5. fiOil0C! ,00500 000 1055!J. 3OC!j 
RUN FOR C ( 5  J 4  I .1371 
FACTOR USED I S  1.000003 
( X Ibi-PRFICK 
I + I FHINCIPHL NORMAL CROSS--TRACK 
I 3 1 31-NBRMRL CROSS -1.RHCK 
I I I 1 1 
200 400 GOO 8 i10 i 000 
TIME [MINUTES]  
200 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E R 
0. OCDD 0. Z0CG 0.0000 ~ 5 . 0 0 0 0 0  .00500000 11328,7390 
RUN FOR C ( S  $ 4  1 .1371 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
I X 1 IN-TRHCK 
( + 1 FRINCIPRL  NORMRL CROSS--TRHCK 
( I 81-KORMRL CROSS--TRRCK 
TIME (MINUTESS 
100 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E f; 
0. CCOC 2. PO80 0. PO00 qS.000CCJ .0~500800 7 1 3G. GL> 35 
RUN FOR S(5 J-4 I 1  "2119  
FRCTOR USED IS 1,000000 
1 I I I I I 
200 1400 600 800 i 000 
TIME IMII\1UTESI 
120 MINUTE PERIOD 
RUN FOR S I S  ,LC I .2119 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
I I I I 1 
200 '400 GOO 800 i O i l G  
T I M E  [ M I R U T E S j  
140 MINUTE PERIOD 
~ u r i  m n  515 ,(1 . 2 i i 9  
FQCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
( + 1 PF3INCIF'Rl.. NORMRL CROSS--TRFiCK 
1 0 1 61 -NUEt?RL.. CROSS.--1RQCK 
i I I I I 1 
200 '400 600 800 i 000 
TIME (MINUTES1  
160 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I F R 
O.OOC3O 0.0000 0. COO0 U5.00000 .00500000 9'762.8CLi5 
R U h  FOR S i 5  , ' 4  I 1 .2119 
FRCTOR USED I S  i,000000 
I X 1 IN-1-RRCK 
( + I P R I N C I P H L  hORMRL CROSS--TRROK 
( O 1 B I -NORMRl -  CROSS-1-RQCK 
TIME ( M I N U T E S I  
180 MINUTE) PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E' R 
0. OCCII 0. PCOC 3. COOC U5. OCilOO . OCSOCCCJO i U5GO. 3CC9 
RUN FOR S ( 5  ,4: I -- .2119 
FRCTOR USED I S  lJOOOOOO 
I I I I I 
200 400 600 800 10ClO 
TIME (MINUTES1 
200 MINUTE PERIOD 
HUN FOR S ~ C ;  , - 4  I -- .2119 
FHC'T'OR USED IS 1.C100000 
( ?K I I[\;-T'RRCK 
[ + I PRI ECI FR?. NORMQL CROSS-1 R9CK 
1 (3 1 BI-NORMQL- CROSS.-TRRCK 
TIME [MINUTESS 
100 MINUTE PERIOD 
R U N  F O R  O i 9  p 1  1 .I598 
FGCTOR USED I S  i ,038300 
( X I IN-TR9CK 
( + I FRI NC l PRL- I\IORMR!- CROSS--1 SRCK 
( 9 1 G I -NURMc iL  CROSS -1-RQCK 
I I I I I 
200 Y 03 603 830 1000 
T I M E  [ M I N U T E 5 1  
120 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR O OMEGR I E FI 
0. COO0 C. PO02 0.0000 45. 00CCO , C0500000 SC59,0177 
RUN FOR Ci9 $ 1  1 .I598 
FRCPCR USE3 I S  T 000000 
( X 1 IN-TSRCK 
I + I P R I N C  IPRL- NCJRMFIL- CROSS -lARFICK 
I O EiI-NORMRL CROSS--1'gFICK 
200 400 600 800 1009 
TIME ( M I N U T E 3  
140 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGH C OMEGR I E Fi 
0. C'CCIO 2. CIOCil 2, 0000 q5.00000 . C0500000 593 i ,27 18 
RUN FOR C(9 , 1  1 "1598 
FRCTOR USED I S  1,000000 
TIME (MINUTES1 
160 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E R 
0. C'OOC 0. lXl00 0. 0000 115.00000 . 00500000 9'162.80116 
RUN FOR C'i9 , 1  1 .IS98 
FRCTOR USED I S  1.000000 
( X 1 IN-TRRCK 
I + 1 F R I N C I F H L  NORMFIL CROSS-PRQCK 
I C) 1 BI-NORMRL CROSS-TRflCK 
I I I I I 
200 400 600 800 i 000 
T I M E  (MINUTES)  
180 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I € Ff 
0. P80C 0. P00i) 0. 0000 115. 00000 . 00r~00C80 i O1j5;J, ?Oijc3 
r X I I N - l R X K  
( + 1 F R I N C I P H L  NORMFIL CROSS-TRRCK 
[ O I 61 -NClRrvl,Ql.. CRI1SS-TRQCK 
I I I I 1 
200 '400 600 800 1000 
TI ME (MI NUTES'j 
200 MINUTE P E R I O D  
LLJ 
x 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E Ft 
0, CIOCCI 0.0000 C .  0000 U5.00C00 .0C500000 11328,7310 
RUN FOR C i 9  , 1  1 r .IS98 
FRCTOR USED I S  1,000000 
I I I I I 
200 400 GOO 800 1000 
TIME IMIl '4UTESl 
100 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E' H 
0. CCCC) C), CGCC 0, POCO G5.00000 ,08500809 7 13G, 6535 
SUlU FClFi S ( 9 1 I 1 -. 09G6 
FROTOR USED I S  i.000000 
( X 1 I N - I R Q C K  
[ + 1 FFi I NC I PR!- PiORM9L- C R O S S  -TRQOK 
( O I 8 I -NOFil\?QL CROSS -1-R9CK 
120 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E Fi 
0. ?ZOS 0. PC00 2. PC00 45.00039 .C050002C 8259.0177 
SUN FOR S ( 9  , i  1 -.C]966 
FRCTOR USED I S  1,000000 
( X 1 IN-1 'RRCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P R L  h B R M R L  CRUSS--TRRCK 
( 0 1 61-NOR[vlRL C8OSS--1"RRCK 
I I I I I J 
200 '400 530 803 2 030 
TIME (MINUTES)  
140 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I F H 
O.@OOQ 0. 00CO 0.0000 65.00000 .00500OCO S93i .2715 
R U h  FOR S(9 , 1  I -.OYJ36 
FRCTOR USED IS 1 , 0 0 0 0 0 0  
( X 1 IN-PRHCK 
( + 1 F R I t t C I F f i L  NORMilL- CROSS--1-RHCK 
( 0 1 BI-NORIVIHL CROSS--1'RHCK 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S I  
160 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMEGR C OMEGR I E R 
0. ?CC0 0. ~000 0. 0000 Q5.00000 ,C~500000 9762.80U6 
RUl\i FOR S ( 9  9 1  1 1 -00966 
FROTOR USED I S  1.000000 
I ?K 1 IN-TRQCK 
( + 1 P R I N C I P R I -  NORMRL CROSS-TRRCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMFII- CRUSS--1-SRCK 
180 MINUTE PERIOD 
M OMLGR C OMEGR I E Fi 
0. 0000 0.130c?0 0.0000 G5.00000 .005000CC i 055U.3C09 
FiUK FUR S l y  9 1  I -.CIS66 
FROTOR USED I S  1.000030 
( X I  I N - T R R C K  
( + I FRINCIPHL NCRMRL CROSS--1-RRCK 
( O 1 BI-NORMRL CRGSS--1'RRCK 
1 I I I I 
200 400 GUO 800 1000 
T I M E  iM INUTES1 
200 MINUTE PERIOD 
OMEGR C OMEGR I E-- H 
0, POCO C. 1'000 $5. OOOCO . C050038C 1 1 328-73 i 0 
FUN FOR S[9 1 - .OYGG 
FGCTOR USED I S  1 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0  
[ X 1 Il\i--1'RFICK 
( + 1 F R I  NC I PRl-  NORMRL CROSS -1-RHCK 
I 0 1 GI -NORYQL CROSS---1-RQCK 
200 '400 600 
T I M E  ( M I N U T E S ]  
